Life in the Fast Lane
URARA 2017 Green River, Utah

Leigh Grench
Fire and Fuels Archaeologist
Canyon Country District Office
Moab Utah
5092 new acres surveyed
88 new sites recorded.
Moon House NRHP
Sand Island

3-D Topographic Model
Onion Creek
Work with Tom Windes
Sites around Moab
So much to do
Kris and Sue

Together almost 500 hours or 3 months of BLM volunteer work
13 New Sites Recorded
31 Sites Updated
1910 volunteer hours
Moab’s Rock Art and Archaeology
NRHP - Nomination
2008 – Arrival Moab, kidnapped by Pam and Quent Baker.
2010 – State History sent the 9-Mile NRHP and suggested we use MPS format. Working with volunteers on sites finished and those yet to complete. Cory Jensen (State History) takes field trip. 53 sites.
2011 - I requested clarification on photo requirements from the National Landmark Program folks. Sent Dave out for required photos on Portal sites. Also contacted State History about boundary clarification. Defined boundaries with management input, included all major rock art areas near Moab. Had state intern working on write up.
2012 – writing and research
2013 – End of year sent early draft out to Elaine and Anne to edit. NRHP developed new format!! Cory said okay stay with old.
2104- 2016 Working with volunteers on edits and additional sites and research to add and 10-900 forms for sites. Decided to increase number of sites.
2016-2017 – Hannah Russell contracted by URARA to help with write up – specifically significance statement and pulling MPS document together. More volunteer hours spent locating, updating, and photographing sites. Sent final draft to Nate and Corey in June 2017. 200 sites.
Volunteers - a million thanks doesn’t say enough - !
You are kind, patient, talented, hard working, dedicated, gifted, devoted, enthusiastic, REMARKABLE
More Opportunities